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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO PART II - ENGINEERING

The Airframe Condition Evaluation (ACE)/Aircraft Analytical Corrosion
Evaluation (AACE) program is implemented through detailed engineering planning
and analysis. The methodology used is a sequential process consisting of the fol-
lowing: indicator selection, condition code determination, indicator ranking, indi-
cator weighting, aircraft profiling, profile index determination, threshold determi-
nation, and candidate aircraft identification. Application of this methodology
performs the on-condition maintenance action required in AVSCOM Regulation
750-7 for first line/mission essential aircraft in order to maintain an optimum read-
iness posture and aircraft flight safety level. This second part of the handbook
provides specific guidelines for using the ACE/AACE methodology, selecting and
revising indicators, analyzing field profiling data, and determining the optimum
engineering threshold.

This part is designed to be compatible with the two other parts of this hand-
book. Part I delineates the various interrelated management aspects of reliability-
centered maintenance, on-condition maintenance, and ACE/AACE. Part III delin-
eates the various aspects of implementing the ACE/AACE aircraft profiling
examination.
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f2.0 ACE/AACE METHODOLOGY

Airframe Condition Evaluation (ACE) is an airframe structure evaluation with
ji emphasis on structural members that are not replaceable at maintenance levels below

depot. Aircraft Analytical Corrosion Evaluation (AACE) is a special corrosion
inspection pertaining principally to fuselage structural members that are replaceable
at the depot and also to dynamic components and component structure (for ex-
ample, tailboom, vertical fin, and horizontal stabilizer). ACE and AACE are per-
formed in conjunction with each other by a trained ACE/AACE team. The differ-
ence between the two is that ACE is considered an evaluation, whereby airframe
condition is based on the relative condition of specified indicators, while AACE is
considered an inspection, whereby practically all visible surfaces of the aircraft are
examined for corrosion relative to predefined condition levels. AACE also addresses
dynamic components whereas ACE does not.

ACE/AACE uses a selective list of indicators of structural deterioration for a
specific aircraft type and assigns weights, based on criticality, to each indicator.
Using this list of indicators, the ACE/AACE team annually profiles every aircraft
in the Army fleet using applicable AVSCOM 750-1 and 750-2 Pamphlets. The in-
dicators are noted by their worst condition code (or varying degree of degradation)
on worksheets. Completed worksheets are then summarized and sent daily to a
main data collection center where the summed weights of the profile are determined
to develop a profile index (PI) for each aircraft. The PI is a numerical representation
of the condition of an aircraft. Aircraft with a PI exceeding a specified threshold
are identified as candidates for depot level maintenance. This process ensures that
the aircraft most in need of depot maintainance are removed from the field and
sent to the depot.

ACE/AACE is performed through the course of a yearly cycle illustrated in
Figure 2-1. The process begins with the Worldwide Aviation Logistics Conference

l (WWALC) and ends with the selection of aircraft maintenance candidates (and the
subsequent initiation of phased depot maintenance) during the following year's
WWALC. During the course of the year, the Depot Engineering and RCM Support
Office reviews the ACE/AACE program for improvements using readily availableF' data sources to maintain an optimum level of program effectiveness. This includes
updating the AVSCOM Pamphlet series 750-1 and 750-2, as necessary.

From Figure 2-1 it is seen that application of the ACE/AACE methodology
1: involves the following eight steps:

I 3



STEP I: Select Indicators
STEP 2: Determine Condition Codes
STEP 3: Rank Indicators
STEP 4: Assign Weights to Indicators
STEP 5: Examine Aircraft (ACE/AACE Team)
STEP 6: Compute Profile Index for Each Aircraft
STEP 7a: Estimate Threshold by Qualitative Analysis -

STEP 7b: Set Threshold by Aircraft Maintenance Audit
STEP 8: Identify Candidate Aircraft -

Each of these steps is an integral part of ACE/AACE engineering planning and
analysis. Application of this methodology and the resulting depot maintenance
ensures that aircraft structures remain in good condition and, consequently, are
able to fully support mission requirements.

Step One: Select Indicators

Indicators are selected by experienced ACE/AACE engineers who conduct a
thorough aircraft analysis to determine the airframe symptoms of distress (i.e.,
indicators) that are appropriate for profiling. This analysis also considers the impact
on structural integrity of not repairing an identified section of airframe deteriora-
tion. The number of indicators for a specific aircraft type ranges from 40 to 50.
These indicators are annually reviewed and revised, as needed, to reflect current
experience and changing depot capability.

The selection of suitable indicators takes into account the following four cri-

teria: 5

(1) Aeronautical significance,
(2) Depot capability, 1
(3) Accelerated deterioration, and
(4) General deterioration.

The indicator selection process based on the above criteria is described in Section 1
3.0.

Step Two: Determine Condition Codes .

A list of condition codes is developed for each indicator to denote its varying
degree of degradation, such as dented, delaminateu, and corroded, or good, fair,

1
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I and poor. The number of condition codes for each indicator varies from I to 9.
Condition codes are also reviewed and revised, along with the indicators, to reflect

I current experience factors. The selection and specification of condition codes is
done in conjunction with the indicator selection process discussed in Section 3.0.

Step Three: Rank Indicators and Condition Codes

I The ranking of indicators is performed by listing each indicator and then com-
paring it against each of the other indicators involved. This ranking procedure is
carried out using an "emphasis chart" (Figure 2-2). The comparison of each in-
dicator against each other indicator is based upon the following criteria:

- Could one of the conditions indicated itself be hazardous or could it
progress to become hazardous?

- * Could one of the indicators be the cause of customer rejection?
• Which of the indicators better shows accelerated airframe deterioration

or consumption of components?
_ Which of the indicators better shows fair wear and tear?
0 The relative cost of item replacement.

In Figure 2-2, using these criteria, indicator A is compared against indicator
B; then, indicator A is compared against indicator C; etc. In each case, the more
critical indicator is circled and, when all indicators have been compared, the number
of times an indicator has been circled is counted and noted. These numbers reflect

--. the rank or importance of each item in relation to the other indicators with respect
to the criteria.

!5
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Indicators Ranking

A. Corrosion Protection I. Main Lift Beam (Circled 3 times)
B. Main Lift Beam 2. Upper Aft Bulkhead (Circled 2 times)
C. Nose Fuse, Skin 3. Nose Fuse, Skin (Circled I time)
D. Upper Aft Bulkhead 4. Corrosion Protection (Not Circled)

Figure 2-2 Emphasis Chart

Step Four: Assign Weights to Indicators

Indicator weights are assigned utilizing Pareto's Principle of Maldistribution.
Pareto's concept is that a small portion of the indicators will lead to a large portion
of aircraft problems. Figure 2-3 illustrates the Pareto curve and the weight assign-

Pareto's distribution is expressed mathematically as a hyperbolic curve of the
form xy = A where x is indicator rank, y is A/(indicator rank), and A determines
the shape of the curve and how significant the lower ranking indicators are. By
proper choice of the constant A, weighting of the indicators can be adjusted to
achieve the balance desired. This choice of A is a management decision and it is
usually related to the desired weight percentage of the first designated number of

indicators. The weight distribution for the indicators is determined by the ratio of
the area under the curve in the respective indicator interval to the total area under
the curve with truncation at x = number of indicators and y = number of indicators.
The sum of all indicator weights is normalized to 1000. The following equation is
used to determine the indicator weights:

Indicator Weight = indicator interval area X 1000
total truncated area

6
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From the example illustrated in Figure 2-3 with 10 total indicators, a shape
" factor, A, of 12, and normalization to 1000:

W, = area ($) of indicator with rank order

I = lOxl = 266

W2 = area under curve of indicator with
rank order 2 . f,12/x dx = 221

C W3 = area under curve of indicator with =

rank order 3 12 12/x dx = 129

and so on.
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The total weight distribution for this example is:

Indicator (Rank Order) Weight, Wi

1 266
2 221
3 129
4 92
5 71
6 58
7 49
8 43
9 38

10 34

Figure 2-3 also shows that, as the shape factor A increases, the weight distri-
bution becomes more even. When A = (number of indicators) 2, all indicators have
the same weight.

The weights established by the Pareto process represents the maximum possible
values. If, during examination by the profiling team, an indicator shows the worse
condition, then 100% of the indicator weight is applied to PI determination. If the
aircraft indicator shows a nonfaulty condition, then 0% of the weight is applied to
PI determination. The determination of condition code weights is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.0.

Step Five: Examine Aircraft (ACE/AACE Team)

Once the indicators have been selected and weights assigned, then each aircraft
within the fleet is profiled in accordance with the AVSCOM Pamphlet series 750-1
and 750-2. This profile assigns the applicable condition codes, recording them on
ACE/AACE worksheets for subsequent PI computation. This aircraft profiling is ..
performed by a carefully selected, well trained ACE/AACE team. The team mem-
bers are generally provided by an outside contractor, but trained by AVSCOM ACE/
AACE engineers. A training course takes place once a year at the Corpus Christi !
Army Depot (CCAD) shortly before the team is sent throughout the world to
examine the Army aircraft fleet. The current number of trainees is 26; 20 contractor
personnel comprise the team and 6 Army personnel remain at CCAD as "in-house"
reserve.

8
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J The engineering objective of training is to develop a team capable of providing
uniform and consistent profiling data. This minimizes profiling discrepancies whileIachieving an efficient, consistent, and cost-effective profile. The data compiled by
the team create a data base whereby optimum management decisions and actions
can be derived through engineering analysis. Part !11 of this handbook describes
the ACE/AACE aircraft profiling process and provides guidelines to aid in its
conduct.

Step Six: Compute Prorile Index for Each Aircraft

The ACE/AACE engineers sum the weights of the indicator condition codes
selected for each aircraft to give the profile index (PI) for that aircraft. This P1
then is a numerical representation of the condition of the aircraft. Guidelines for
computation of PI are given in Section 4.0.

Step Seven: (A) Estimate Threshold by Qualitative Analysis, and
(B) Set Threshold by Aircraft Maintenance Audit

To be selected for programmed depot maintenance, an aircraft must surpass a
* specified threshold PI. Various criteria can be used to establish a threshold, such

as safety, mission capability, availability, reliability, economic, and depot capabil-
ities. A threshold can be established such that any desired percentage of the fleet
is returned for depot repair. It should be established based on past depot mainte-
nance and field experience data. The threshold is a powerful decision point since it
dictates the condition of the entire fleet as well as the amount of money allocated
for aircraft depot repair. Section 4.0 further describes threshold establishment.

The engineering threshold determined is then scrutinized by appropriate man-
agement personnel and, based on budget limitations, a management threshold PI

-. is established which dictates the aircraft to be actually inducted into the depot. ThisI threshold PI difference between engineering (necessary overhaul) and management
(approved overhaul) develops a readiness gap which identifies the aircraft between
the two thresholds as being potentially not mission available. Figure 2-4 illustratesfthe readiness gap on a profile index distribution.

I:
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Figure 2-4 Profile Index Distribution and Thresholds

Step Eight: Identify Candidate Aircraft

Aircraft with a PI exceeding the engineering threshold are identified as can-
didates for depot level maintenance. The actual selection of aircraft for depot repair .
is made by management (Part I of this handbook).

Interrelationship of ACE/AACE Program Elements I
ACE/AACE program elements are interrelated. Changes in one must be care-

fully considered to determine if a corresponding change is necessary in another. For
example, if new indicators are developed, then the current indicator ranking must
be reevaluated to correctly reflect the additions. This dictates that the Pareto curve
be replotted and the weights recalculated. This further dictates that the applicable
P1 threshold be reevaluated. Likewise, the addition of condition codes to indicators .
may warrant threshold reevaluation.

10 "1
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3.0 INDICATOR SELECTION

Indicators are used to provide an accurate projection of airframe condition
with minimum disassembly. Aircraft condition indicators are selected through dis-
ciplined engineering analysis of aircraft design and historical repair and failure data.
This includes interacting with depot line personnel to capture the wealth of infor-t mation that is derived from actual "hands on" aircraft maintenance experience.

The selection is performed using a five step process based on a set of criteria
designed to provide optimum cost effectiveness and aircraft availability. Figure 3-
I illustrates the indicator selection process used by ACE/AACE engineers. Follow-
ing this process, a set of indicators for a specific type of aircraft is selected and
compiled for an airframe in a format suitable for ACE/AACE aircraft profiling.
This process is also used to annually review and revise, as needed, the AVSCOM
750-1 and 750-2 Pamphlet series to reflect changes in indicators. Along with up-
dating the current pamphlet series, new pamphlets are developed reflecting indi-fi cators selected for aircraft new to the ACE/AACE program.

Selection Criteria

The following criteria are used to guide the selection of indicators:

I. Aeronautical Importance - The criticality of the deficiency to aircraft
availability. This includes assessing the impact of the deficiency on:

a. Safety of Flight
b. Mission Essentiality
c. Interchangeability

2. Depot Capability - The need and economic impact of performing main-
tenance at the depot. This includes:

a. Man hours and material
b. Tools
c. Facilities
d. Procedures and processes
e. Expertise[f. Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC)

g. Experience Data

I f :11
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3 3. Accelerated Deterioration - The increase in deterioration if a needed
repair is not performed.

4. General Deterioration - The expected deterioration if aircraft remains in
the field until next profile.

I Selection Process

The selection of indicators is a systematic process consisting of five steps:

ISTEP ONE: Aircraft Familiarization- Perform a detailed and thorough anal-
ysis of significant aircraft characteristics pertaining to maintenance and struc-
tural design. Compile and document information relevant to the selection
criteria (as defined previously) and the specific areas delineated below for use
in Steps Two, Three, and Four.

Some of the significant maintenance items that should be reviewed
include:

1. Interchangeable aircraft points - The basic attach points providing
for quick and easy component removal/replacement.

2. Tool controlled aircraft structure - The structural components re-
quiring specialized equipment for inspection, alignment, etc. Re-
pair for these components may require depot attention as the only
applicable maintenance level.

1 3. Aircraft major assembly tools - The specialized equipment needed
to perform assembly and disassembly of the basic aircraft. For
example, jigs and fixtures used to position parts during their for-tmation of a sheet metal assembly.

4. Aircraft portable alignment tools - Any applicable portable equip-
r ment which are used to control parts locations while performing

repair by depot teams sent to field units.

5. Aircraft assembly procedures - The general aircraft assembly pro-
jcedures including any specialized equipment needed to perform

such action.

I 13 i



6. Maintenance man hours needed to repair and replace
items - The estimation of man hours and costs needed to perform
basic repair tasks which frequently arise. The evaluation of costs
is done relative to the depot, AVIM, and AVUM.

7. Structural component replacement procedures - The examination
of various modular design points (as identified in point one (1)
above) and the prescribed action taken by each maintenance level.
For example, a component removed from an aircraft at AVUM
may need to be sent to AVIM; if AVIM cannot perform needed
repair on the component, then the component is sent to the depot
for repair or rebuild.

8. Structural component repair procedures - The examination of the
various maintenance levels capability to perform a specific repair
procedure taking into account skills available, man hours needed,
costs, etc.

9. Aircraft Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC) - The use of MACs
to identify maintenance assigned functions for AVUM, AVIM, and
the depot based on skills available, time required, and tools and
test equipment required and/or available.

10. Maintenance tasks for the three levels of maintenance - The main-
tenance tasks applicable to each maintenance level are identified
in the appropriate technical manual (TM) which is directed towards
a specific aircraft system/equipment. A TM normally contains a
MAC which delineates the various repair task that can be per-
formed on said system/equipment and the applicable maintenance I
level.

11. Depot level tools I
12. Depot level facilities

13. Depot level procedures and processes

14. Depot level expertise

The identification of various depot capabilities (for points 11-14 above)
and specific repair tasks which must be performed at the depot or by a
depot team sent to the field unit.

14



Some of the significant structural and aeronautical items that should be
reviewed include:

1. Primary structure and failures - The identification of structure and
deficiencies that directly affect alignment of major dynamic com-
ponents and receive the primary structural loads.

2. Secondary structure and failures - The identification of structure
and deficiencies that do not directly affect the alignment of major
dynamic components, and yet support the primary structure.

1 3. Electrical and avionics problems - The evaluation of historically
frequent deficiencies.

1 4. Armament problems - The evaluation of historically frequent
deficiencies.

5. Flight envelope - The various flight phases through which the air-
craft passes during mission conduct. Phases are start-up and taxi,
take-off, ascent, cruise-out, mission, cruise-in, descend, land and
taxi, and shut-down for fixed wing aircraft and start-up, hover-
out, take-off, climb-out and cruise, mission, cruise-in and descend,
landing approach, hover-in, and shut-down for rotary wing
aircraft.

6. Corrosion - The various corrosion characteristics plaguing a spe-
cific aircraft, including types, direct impact, and geographical[influence.

7. Flight hours - The flight time between maintenance actions.

8. Type of design - The various design parameters such as modularity,
system size, composite bonding, etc.

The origin and mode of all aeronautical failures should be reviewed in detail.
The pie charts presented in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 identify the various aircraft com-
ponents historically contributing to flight safety incidents and direct maintenance( costs. For a specific aircraft, experience data should be examined to highlight var-
ious aeronautical failure modes and origin.

15
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Figure 3-2 Components Contributing Figure 3-3 Components Contributing
to Flight Safety Incidents to Direct Maintenance Costs -*

STEP TWO: Maintenance Experience/Structural Deficiency Correlation-
Correlate maintenance experience to aircraft locations which may display a
deficiency indicative of a potentially more serious hidden structural deficiency.
Correlations are made based on the information compiled in Step One.

STEP THREE: Indicator Candidate List Development - Develop a list of
indicator candidates based on the aircraft maintenance characteristic/corre-
lation data from Steps One and Two. Review each candidate to determine if
they are easily accessible and discernible by a trained ACE/AACE profiler. A
Those candidates that are not easily accessible and discernible are removed
from the list.

STEP FOUR: Indicator Selection Decision Logic Application - Apply the
selection decision logic delineated in Figure 3-1 to systematically approve or
disapprove each indicator candidate. The information compiled during Steps -One and Two are used to help answer the decision logic questions.
dSapoEP each: iircato andidate. Thet inomto cmie urn tp

STEP FIVE: Aircraft Indicator List Compilation - Approve indicator candi-
dates and compile indicator profiling list. I

11
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I: When selecting new indicators, similar aircraft designs should be addressed, as
appropriate, to assist in identifying symptoms of airframe distress. This reducesI" analysis time and promotes uniform profiling results. Table 3-1 provides examples
of various aircraft indicators and what the indicators actually indicate if a deficiency
exists at the location. Prudent indicator selection will follow if the process described
previously and delineated in Figure 3-1 is systematically followed using accuratefand well documentated engineering data.

All information generated during the selection process should be well docu-
mented identifying each indicator, the deficiencies to be observed, and what the
deficiencies are indicating, i.e., what structural defects may exist elsewhere in the
aircraft based on the immediate observable deficiencies. Also, the general charac-
teristic nature of an indicator should be documented to assist in the assignment of
condition codes. Condition codes are used to identify the condition of the indicators
being evaluated. These codes identify "what can go wrong" and/or "how bad it
is" in reference to a specific indicator. This documentation is vital to maintainingF a consistent and accurate engineering planning and analysis effort.

[
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Table 3-1 Examples of Indicators and What They Indicate

Aircraft Indicator Indication

Aft Fuselage Skin, Exhibiting * Misalignment of the Longerons that

UN-i Buckling Support the Tailboom

a High Local Stresses

Cargo Door Tracks, Exhibiting 9 Excessive Vibration
Cracking and Excessive Wear 0 High Landing Loads

* Extreme Helicopter Usage

Pylon Assembly, Exhibiting * Repetitive Landing at or Near the
Cracking. Buckling, and Design Limits
Looseness 0 The Shaking Response from the Incoming

Twice Per Rev Frequency

Transmission Support. Exhibiting a Excessively Hard Landing
OH-58 Cracking and Looseness a Excessive Rotor Vibration

Center Post Assy, Exhibiting 0 Hard Landing 1
Buckling, Cracking, and 0 Repeated Landings Exceeding Design
Looseness Loads Over a Prolonged Period of Time

Door Posts. Exhibiting Looseness * Degree of Helicopter Service
and Cracking 0 Possible Twisting of Cabin Structure

Fuel Cell Exterior Honeycomb, a Passenger Seat Belts Banging and Cutting
Exhibiting Delamination into the Honeycomb during Flight with
Deterioration, Puncture, Doors Removed

Corrosion and Dents

Tailcone Structure, Exterior, 0 Hard Landing
Exhibiting Looseness, Buckling, 0 Repetitive Loads in Excess of Design
and Cracking Parameters

Tailboom Skin lst and 2nd Bays, 0 Possible Hard Landing
Exhibiting Looseness, Buckling,
and Cracking _

U-21 Nose Landing Gear Attach Fittings
Exhibiting Looseness, Cracking, a Uneven Loading
Corrosion, and Scratchings

Formers F.S. 57.5 and F.S. 84.0, 5 Hard Landing
Exhibiting Corrosion, Buckling, High Landing Loads
Looseness, and Cracking

Left and Right Main Spar F.S. 160 a Excessive Reactive Loads from the Main
Exhibiting Corrosion, Buckling, Landing Gear

Looseness, and Cracking a High Landing Loads
a Excessive Engine Vibratic:a

Engine Firewall, Exhibiting a Excessive Engine Vibration
Corrosion, Buckling, Looseness,
and Cracking _

OH-6 Cabin Doors, Exhibiting Cracking Hard Landing
and Misalignment

Battery Compartment, Exhibiting Battery Spillage
Corrosion and Looseness Poor Servicing Techniques

CH-47 The Nose Section, Exhibiting 0 Severe Structural Vibration
Looseness, Cracking, Improper
Hardware. and Buckling

Center Section. Exhibiting a Excessive In-flight Loads
Looseness, Cracking, Buckling and a Hard Landing0 ~roar Hardware
Upper Pylon, Exhibiting Looseness a Excessive Power Train LoadingCracking, Buckling. and Impropec a Hard Landing

Hardware . Abnormal Flight Loads
a High Landing Loads

Upper Tunnel, Exhibiting 0 Out of Balance Drive Shafting
Looseness and Cracking

Cockpit Transparencies, Exhibitin g Severity of Helicopter Service

-Various Dereea of D __trnrr ___
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I4.0 DETERMINATION OF PROFILING INDEX AND THRESHOLD

The selection of an indicator condition code by the ACE/AACE team dictatesI the numerical value for that indicator used in formulating the aircraft profile index
(PI). The proportion of the indicator weight used in formulating the PI depends on
the total number of faulty condition codes for that indicator and the order of
severity of the condition. Table 4-1 presents the weight distribution (by percent)
associated with condition codes.

Table 4-1 Condition Code Weight Distribution

No. 0 of Total Indicator Weight for Codes (listed worst to best)
of First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth

Faulty Code Code Code Code Code Code
Codes

6 100 50 20 15 10 5
5 100 50 25 15 10 0

-4 10 50 30 20 0 0
3 100 60 40 0 0 0
2 100 60 0 0 0 0
1 100 0 0 0 0 0

' . EXAMPLE: OH-6 Indication - Paint Condition Has Weight of 79

Condition Code Numerical Value Used in Formulating PI

C - Deteriorated 79 (10007o of 79)
K -Poor 47 (60% of 79)
L- Fair 32 (40% of 79)
M -Good 0( 007 of 79)

After the numerical values are set for each indicator by condition code (for a
specific aircraft), these values are summed over the entire aircraft to obtain a profile
index (PI) value for the aircraft. The PI provides a quantification or numerical

3I ' ranking of the condition of each aircraft as compared to other aircraft and thereby A

U provides a means to rank the fleet in terms of need of programmed depot main-
tenance (PDM). For example, an aircraft with a PI of 100 is in greater need of

7
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depot repair than one with a PI of 50. It should be recognized that an aircraft with
only one major faulty indicator may outrank an an aircraft with several faulty
indicators because of the Pareto principle.

With the aircraft ranked by their need for repair, criteria for determining which
aircraft are depot candidates are developed. The establishment of a threshold for
the induction of aircraft into depot maintenance is a key part of the ACE/AACE
program since it determines the operational acceptance level for the airframes of
the active fleet. A threshold is expressed in terms of PI and, once an aircraft's PI
reaches or exceeds the threshold, it becomes a candidate for depot repair.

In determining the engineering threshold PI, a general trend cut-off point
becomes evident through analysis of the aircraft P1 distribution. To pinpoint the
exact threshold PI, an experienced ACE/AACE engineering team conducts an audit
of sample aircraft with Pis expected to be near the anticipated threshold PI (based
on previous year's data). These engineers conduct a thorough and detailed exami-
nation of the aircraft to provide an approximate overhaul/repair cost of the aircraft
and to also determine if needed maintenance must be performed at the depot or if
it can be performed at the field unit with or without assistance from a depot team.
The worksheets used to perform this examination are given in Appendix C of this
handbook part. Once the sample aircraft are segregated by maintenance need, i.e.,
depot or field, a Threshold Survey Summary (TSS) is developed which correlates
the applicable Pis resulting from the ACE/AACE team's profile with the engi-
neering team's maintenance determination. The aircraft are ranked by PI on the
TSS and the point at which maintenance changes from field to depot identifies the
audit threshold Pl. Table 4-2 illustrates this distinct point. These audits should be
conducted within thirty (30) days after the ACE/AACE team has profiled the
aircraft in order to maintain a valid Pl. Upon comparison of the audit and the
general trend cut-off point of the PI distribution, a threshold PI can be set which
accurately depicts the aircraft most in need of PDM.

.1
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Table 4-2 Threshold Survey Summary Threshold
PI Determination (UH-1 Example)

Aircraft
Serial Maint. Aircraft

Number P.1. Level Location

69-15345 192 F USAREUR
66-16103 197 F USAREUR
68-16203 210 F USAREUR
74-22453 213* F Ft. Campbell
69-15543 216 D USAREUR
71-20123 216 D Korea
71-20041 237 D Hawaii, 25th
73-22072 237 D Korea
66-16599 238 D Hawaii, 25th

*The Audit Threshold PI

F - Field Maintenance
D - Depot Maintenance

Aircraft Threshold PI Cost Considerations

With the current engineering threshold criteria being based primarily on eco-
nomic and depot requirements, experienced ACE/AACE engineering personnel are
able to provide general cost estimates for the depot induction of an aircraft in the
ACE/AACE program and ascertain if maintenance expenditure limits are in danger
of being exceeded in accordance with TB 43-0002-3. No direct correlation has yet
been established between depot induction cost and aircraft P1 but efforts are on-
going to develop such a correlation.

The major costs impacting the ACE/AACE program consist of the following:

* 1(1) Transportation - The costs involved in moving an aircraft to and from
the depot (for example, from Frankfurt, Germany to the Corpus Christi
Army Depot). If aircraft is unflyable, transport aircraft are used (usually
the C-5A or C-141).
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(2) Overhaul/Repair - The costs involved in performing the needed main-
tenance (for example, manhours, material, facilities, level of expertise,
and processes).

(3) Acquisition - The current cost of acquiring a new aircraft. If cost of
repair/overhaul exceeds sixty five percent (65%) of the current acquisi-
tion cost, then aircraft disposition is recommended.

r
4.
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APPENDIX A

ARMY AIRCRAFT LOGBOOK LIST

This appendix contains a listing of various forms used within Army aviation
having information and data appropriate for use in the planning and analysis of
the ACE/AACE program; specifically, in the selection of indicators. This appendix
is also included in Part III - Profiling.
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Army Aircraft Logbook Forms

Form numher Title Use Disposition

DA Formr 2,408 Equipment Log Ah.trnbly Ci'.esa referencetosymbols Remaino in frontoflogbook.
(Re~cords) used in logbook.I

DA Fcrm 2.4OS4 Weapoan Ili-cord Data To provide a continuous Form attached to weapon
rectvrd of firings and compo- when evacuate or stored.
nent replacements on azma. Form destroyed and rnew
ment system aLnd sub- onc initiated upon overhaul
sye~tem(s). Ma~intained in or rebuild of weapon. Form
the aircraft logbook on filed, data transferred to
which the s.rntt is new form. Filled form

mc,~ ted.retnin-d 90 days or until
new form is filled,
whichever Occurs first, then
destroyed.

DA Fcrm 2408-5 Equipmen-t Mo'dification TO record data about Inlugbook foretquipmtnt on
Ripcord r-rc2:5catcon on assemblies which obt-embly is inetalled.

or c mpnnents. Accompanies ssembly
when it is removed and
placed on another and itemn.

DA Form 2408-9 Equipmeit Conrtrol Ri-cord To provide initial bneic Disposition varies in arcor-
eq :pcnent acceptanice and dance with form rie. In-

AMro provides rueans for 3&-750 and ITM 33-760-1.
updentiiang information. ston os otiedi h

owneFhi, lcatunusage,
transfers, gains, loser-a,
uverlasul and rebuild, and

DA Formi 2408-12 Army Aviator's Flight To record aircraft tim~e nod Sent to the operations office
14 -corrl enisfiion, and to record duty at the end of each day.

and type of flight performed Dtetroyed after 3 months.
by the aviator and crew.

DA Form 2408-13 Aircraft Inerpctdion and To record aiyrraft faultsand Sent at the end of each day
Mainte.nanice Record action taken to correct them; tW the aircraft maint-nruncc

to show flying hours, office of the activity main-
maintenance performed, tamning the aircraft.
and when inspections Destrb)-ed after 6 monthsa.
be-come due.

DA Formr 2408 14 Unicurrected Fault R~cord To list uncorrected faiults on Dertroyed 6 months after
&lrcrpift, Lncluding overdue date of ]act entry.
teplem-ment ofcompcnents.

D)A Form 2401815 iitoricrtd lRoxord for Air- To record historical data Permanent record in
t raft ubout a~n aircraift logbook, accompanies air.

craft on transfer.
DA Form 2408 16 Aircraft Component To record hietorical data Permanent record in air-

Hlistorical P.zcord Alout aircraft components, craft logbook. accompanies

component on transfer.

to an aircraft, utt-d ito record roirrruf logtwok.
purir-dic invecntories of
property.

D A Form 2408-18 Eqipmernt Inspection List -To record most inspections permanent record in

on atircraft and components; logb'ook; accompanies air-
provides record of compo- craft on transfer.
oent replacemnenL

DA Form 2402-19 Aircraft Engine Turbine To determine whether the Retained with the turlbine
Wht-el Ilist/rirnl &-cord turbine wheel cein be wheel throughout its ec-ice

overhauled or not and which li fe.
of its parts should be replac-
Pd.
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[ APPENDIX B

AIRCRAFT AUDIT WORKSHEETS

(i This appendix contains the worksheets used by the ACE/AACE engineers
during the sample aircraft audit performed to assist in setting the engineering
threshold.
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Example

ENGINEERING EVALUATION
OH-58A/C

THRESHOLD RE-EVALIATION

DATE: A/C SERIAL NO:

LOCATION: DATE LAST ACE:

CORROSION TOTAL

1. estimate of hours (ref TB 43-0002-3 dtd 18 Dec 80), subject:
Maintenance (01!-58A-800 M/Hrs, 0I-58C-1000 M/Itrs) ,,xpeiditure

limits for Army aircraft.

2.* maintenance allocation chart * if depot mark M/Hrs to repair,

aero severity and item.

3.** item requires depot _

item requires depot

Item requires depot

item requires depot _

item requires depot

item requires depot

** Fill in item needing depot maintenance. Then depot requirement (i.e., tools,
facilities equipment, expertise and processes).

Recommendation: D F

(circle one)

D-for depot overhaul

F-for field repair

Profile Index No.

Engineering Evaluator

AVSCOM Aircraft Engineering Assessment Team
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DATE PLOCATIONED /H

T AIRCRAFT S/N-------------------

ESTEIIRED M

PHASE NO. ____ PHASE DUE 
REQUIRE

AIRCRAFT TIME
TIME REMAINING

MWOs REQUIRED

f--------------------------------- ---------

5. --- ---------- --

4 .- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.- --- -------- ------ - ----------------------------

TBO ITEMS

2. -------------- -------------------------- ---------

3--------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

1- -------------------------------------- -------

iF~~ .--------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

9.-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

10.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

j TOTAL M/Hs
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T-..ESHOLD A:ALYSIS

voLcR: she.Fr

o rEL LOCATION'

AIRICRA*FT SERIAL KG. UN____________ LZIT ______

ACE/AAC rATE _ATE

Man/Hours

1. Man/h,r Backlog Corrosion/Total_

a. AVUJI Afracraft Repair

b. AVIN Airacraft Repair

c. rpot Aircraft Repair --

d. Modification Work Order Incorporation

e. Phase Maintenance Inspection

f. Paint

2. Maintenance AllocatioU Chart (MAC) Items

a. AVLM Aircraft Replace

b. AVII Aircraft Replace

c. rapot Aircraft Replace __

3. Aircraft Requires the Following for repair or Replace

a. repot Tools

b. rApot Facilities

c. Depot Equipment

d. Depot Expertise _ _

e. Npot Processes

f. Depot Engineering 3
4. Shipping

a. night Fira to Depot

b.. Man/hours for Preparation

c. Replacement Impact

S. Observations

tNJGj9I ERING7FVAL'ATOR
(sC2I)(ACE)(AACEI)
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NOTE: Repa&Lr and Repekimbles

NAN-13OUS
1. Structures: CO ESI TOTAL

a. Tail number portion (hard points. sheet metal, panels).

b. Structure accessories (tailboom, pylon wings, stabilizers,
etc.).

c. Doors. cowling. skids. or landing gear and tires.

d. Transparencies.

2. Electrical:

a. Wire bundles (insulating heating and deterioration).

b. Connectors, racks, termnals (corrosion).

c. Avionics (malfunction).

d. Electro-mechanical commnents (malfunction, corrosion).

3. Hydraulics:

a. Components (corrosion).

h. Lines and tubing (defective and leaks).

c. Systems (contaminated).

4. Flight Controls:

a. Main or Fwd Rotor -

(1) in fuselage (wear/corrosion).

(2) exterior (corrosion/wear).

b. Tail or Aft Rotor -

(1) in fuselage (wear).

" (2) in tail boom (wear).

(3) exterior (corrosion).

5. Fuel:

(i a. Lines and tubing (defective and leaking).

b. System (contamination or mel-function).

c. Fuel cells (leaking and deterioration).

B-.5
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~Man-HoursI
6. Powertraln: Corrosion/otal

a. Rotor head and blades or propellers (corrosion, separation)

b. Main transmission and mast (time, defects). _

c. Short shaft, tail rotor drive shaft or shafting and hangar
brackets.

d. 42 Degree and 90 Degree Gear Boxes, OR Foward and APt,
Engine and Combiner transmissions (time, defects). _

e. Alignment (unusual wear, buckling).

7. Armament and Furnishings:

a. Interior (soundproofing blankets, seats).

b. Mechanical and electrical interfaces.

c. Alignment (unusual wear). I
8. Engine: (Single or Right and Left)

a. Time (replace).

t. Performance (reduce power, heating, etc.). __

c. Corrosion (exterior).

d. Mounts (structural defects). _

9. Paint: -

a. Paint coverage complete. Few cracks on paint or river
heads ---- GOOD. (Touch up).

b. General cracking of paint on river heads. Most river
heads still covered. Flat surfaces nearly completely
covered --- FAIR. (Touch up).

c. Most river heads partly bare. Some chipping of paint on I
approximately 1/3 of exterior surface. Paint checkered on
flat surfaces on 1/3 of exterior-----.POOR. (Strip/
Repaint).

d. More than 1/3 of exterior exhibits chipping of paint. I
Most rivet heads bare. Paint oxidized with a whitish
coat to it. Extensive cracking --- DETERIORATED.
(Strip/Repaint).

10. Instruments:

a. Component (Malfunction)

b. Panel __

c. Interior Lights
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APPENDIX C

WORLD TRAVELER DATA

-This appendix contains selected data to assist in the travel required for ACE/
AACE. This appendix is also included in Part III - Profiling.

Included are:
* World Time Zone Map
* World Monetary Systems List
* Unit Conversion Tables

I * World Army Aircraft Deployment Matrix

f
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World Time Zones
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Monetary Systems

COUNTRY MONETARY COUNTRY M(MNETARY
UNIT UWIT

Afghanistan Afghani Laos New Kip
Albania Lek Lebanon Pound
Algeria Diner Lsotho Lott
Argentina New Peso Liberia Dollar
Australia Dollar Libya Diner
Austria Schilling Liechtenstein Franc
Bahamas Dollar Luuxmbourg Franc
Bahrain Diner Madagascar Franc
Bangladesh Take Malawi Kwacha
Barbados Dollar Malaysia Ringgit
Belgium Franc Maldives Rupee
Bllize Doll ar Mali Franc

Benin CFA Franc Malta Pound
eruda Dollar Mauritania Ogutya

Bolivia Peso Mauritius Rupee
Botswana Pula Mx io Peso

Brazil Cruzeiro Monaco Franc
Bulgar ia Lev Mngol ia Turik

Burma Kyat Morocco Dirham
Burundi Franc Mozambique Metical
Cameroon CFA Franc Nepal Rupee
Canada Dollar Netherlands Guilder
Central African Eap. CFA Franc New Zealand Dollar
Chad CFA Franc Niceragua Cordoba
Chile Peso Niger CFA Franc
China Yuan Nigeria Naira
Colombia Peso Norway Krone
Congo CFA Franc Glman Rial
Costs Rica Colon Pakistah Rupee
Cuba Peso Panama Balboa
Cyprus Pound Paraguay Guarani
Czechoslovakia Koruna Peru Sol
Denmark Krone Philippines Peso
Dominican Rep. Peso Poland Zloty
Ecuador Sucre Portugal Escudo
Egypt Pound Qatar Riyal
El Salvador Colon Rumania Leu
Equat. Guinea kuele Rwanda Franc
Ethiopia Birr Saudi Arabia Riyal
Fiji Dollar Senegal CFA Franc
Finland Markka Sierra Leone Leone
France Franc Singapore Dollar
Gabon CFA Franc Somalia Shilling
Gambia Delasi South Africa Rand
Germany, East D-Mark Spain Peseta
Germany, West D-Mark Sri Lanka Rupee
Ghana Cedi Slan Pound
Greece Drachma Swaziland Lilangeni
Grenada Dollar Sweden Krona
Guatemala Quetzal Switzerland Franc
Guinea Syli Syria Pound
GOuinea-Bissau Escudo Taiwan Dollar
Guyana Dollar Tanzania Shilling
Haiti Gourde Thailand Baht
Honduras Lempira Togo CFA Franc
Hong Kong Dollar Trinidad and Tobago Dollar
Hungary Forint Tunisia Diner
Iceland Krona Turkey Lira
India Rupee Uganda Shilling
Indonesia Rupiah United Arab Emirates Dirhm

'1 Iran Rial United Kingdom Pound
Iraq Diner United States Dollar
Ireland Pound Uper Nolta CFA France
Israel Shekel Uruguay Peso
Italy Lira USR Ruble
Ivory Coast CFA Franc Venezuela Bolivar
Jamaica Dollar Vietnam Dong
Japan Yen Western Samoa Tale
Jordan Dinar Yemen Diner
Kmpuchea Ri*e Yemen, Dm. Diner
Kenya Shilling Yugoslavia Diner
Korea, North Won Zaire Zaire
Korea, South Won Zambia Kwacha
Kuwait Diner Zilbabwe Dollar
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Standard Conversion Tables

U.S. English Units to SI Units

TO CONN LRT FROMt TO 1LIP~B

hAIeuoot/cown 1/ eea/seca'nd
2 

tm/al 3A 011v 0'

inech/ieonrd' on/is I mcet,siitwad tm/ i 3'02

ic' finarn i tom1

(Denity)kilp am in2 7t(60 to'

(Eniergy. Work)1104 0
British thermal unit (Meet joaule (i IO)~

foot-pound Ioroe It IbtI joul (Il ) W6

kilowatt-hour (k* Ia) joule MJ 3 60 10''

(Force) 4jg 0
kip I IODD tbtI neutron (N) t4Jz I

pound toreti IO rauwlonr (N) 4 446:

ounce lort ccewt.On IN) 27601 o-

(Lenagth) 
I

lowt (A IMet Wm 3oJA - to-

ich (ar I mete (ml) 2 51 -

wite (ma). lu 5 satute) meter (ml t 609. to'

melt (ma. tarrtetriatOflI nautical) mttv (ml :15 t oe '

yewd tyd) Meier Wm 9 1 4 -t-

(Maul
poDund mat, (itaem) kilogram MkS) 4 5359. to-

thug Ilk) /
t
ajkilogram (kig) 45i0

n( O DO fteIr)itr t e

loot-pituad/marute (It I bI/min) Watt (Wt 2 759, 1 0,2

hoinepourt 1550 It IbI/al wort (Wt 7 470' tO
2

(Presaure. ftrewt
atmosphere tied) (14 7 bluen Inewco/ment (N/rn

2 
or PA) 1 Oi13' tO'

praaard/toottt lll/tI/rn ar Pee 4 76611 :0

paard/rnecta' 41ieelA/a Of Pail newlor/meter' Me/n or Pi)t SJtt O

Ilot/manure (It/min) mear/asemon tmn/il 5 06 - to-

loiatiecond (Itits mrnelea/econd (im/il 3 ('.J - tO-

ket lariuticah ma/hI eraeter/second (rn/i) 5 IA44 1 0-

mate/hour (mi/h) mciter/iecand Wrne) J'i1

mile/huove re (i/l kitomewr/leceon (km/at 1 6093

l /sc o ndt y t e Ie A ) d e e n i
2 

/ e o n d m / s )( V ~
toot /.ewond ItsI/)Mir/cnd(ls 291.t-

pisumdlmai/oOt-ieoofldpaetirdP.t
(tb,/A it 2aclscn (Pa -

pound. IortuFlf-lc id/ooa llt.Wt (ai

aura sut
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I UNITS OF TEMPERATURE

TO CONVERT FROM TO MULTIPLY BY

(Fahrenheit) OF - (9/5) °C + 32
(Celcius) 0 C L D5/9) (OF - 32)
(Kelvin) 0K 

=  
C + 273.16

(Rankine) 0 R 0 F + 459.69

UNITS OF TOROUE

lb. in. gram cm. 1152.128
lb. ft. gram cm. 13.826
lb. ft. kp meter 0.1383
Oz. in. gram cm. 72.008
oz. in. lb. ft. 0.005208

FRACTION AND DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS

1 17 33 49
64 .015625 - .265625 "i-- 5 1 5625 --. 76562564 -64

1 .03125 9 .28125 17 .53125 25 .78125
32 32 32 32

361 .296875 .546875 .796875
.4 864 64 64

-, .0625 .3125 .5625 13 .8125
16 16 16 16

521 32 8825125
64 .078125 .328125 .578125 .8

i i 273___ " .34375 127 .84375
32 .09375 32 3219 .59375 3

27 w 359375 39 603 .859375.19753a___ .6037

64 .109375 3M - .375 6/e ..625 7/8 .875
025 41 67 .890625

S1425.
3 9 0 6 2 5  6 .640625 64

4 13 .40625 21 .65625 32 .90625
1625 32 -6565 32

11 2w .421875 43 6 5.92187511 4671756

3 64.171875 7 .4375 II .6875
3 -. 1875 16 "...---675 1 61

16 29 .453125 41 - .953125
13 64 .703125 64

15.203125 .46875 23 .71875 31 .96875
32- .21875 32 32

15 31 .484375 .734375 6.984375

6 -. 234375 64 64 64

1/4 .25 1/2 .5 3/4 .75 1.

f
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SI Units and Symbols

BASE UNIT
QUANIF IJN!f Si SYMBOL FORMULA

length water m..
am kilogam kg.

ham tseds
deueCIANIeli ampere A

terodn me raure kelvin K
amoun esianamr mole now
hums" msemart anldeta al

SUPPLEMENTARY UTNIT:

PIN- -~ rad"a said..
solid an*l steradiansi

DERIVED UNIT:

acelerason meter per secoed squared /
2

2
aingular assorabsme radian per seased squared mad/s

2

angular Velocity radiant per tsed AV/
As"a squre mueter

deykilogram per custt smeter kg/rn'
eiatpoenrasaaleae voll V W/A

elsctri restaaer elan f V/A
euter ioule J Nm-i

eanayjoule per kelvn i/K
fore nwto N kg rn/s

2

fr **eay hertz HitI/
milmotive lwor Ampere, A
POM watt w iS

pimeare palPa N/1.'
~ty o eectsmy coulo C A-%

quemy ofheat joule J Nai
radian tewt) watt per steradian.. W/sr

ip rheat joule per kilstgam-kelvin .. i/kg K
itmPascal put N/a'

rhesma "idicr at per meter-telvin W/m K
veldlymeter per seasnd rn/S

swINe1NC. dynai pacal-ease .. p%*assty. kamenms square mterf per tsed a /A

cubic meter .. M
3

week Oule i N m

SI PREFIXES

MULTIPUCAllON FACTORS PREFI SI SYMBOL
It 0 w o o era T

10000 00-0k via
I 0 0-tmp NI

0_0-103 kilok
100.,0, hecto
t0-10, deks d.

0.I.1 to- de
0.01- 10t 2 CCert C

0.00 -, " it m

0, .00 0 w 00 1 -" :0 0 6n aroow.000 000 001- 11 eaw a

0.000 am 0000 001- lt-I eleae
0.001) G0~ tu. 00 000 001. - t-" alto a
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